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S TO R A G E  T E C H N O L O G Y  E V O L U T I O N

You probably know that the first IBM PC 

shipped in December 1981 shipped with two

floppy disk drives capable of storing 360KB 

(not MB or GB) each on 5 1/4 inch floppy

diskettes. Did you know that early PC also

included a cassette player I/O port for 

ÒextraÓ storage?

Cassette tape storage worked as well as you

might expect: slow, limited, and error prone. 

But even as the personal computer makers

struggled to build a market, saving information

Patience may be a virtue in some areas, but not in data retrieval. Data must be online

every minute of every day, or your Web site, e-commerce transactions, or perhaps your

entire company will slam to a halt.

Keeping data online, along with critical applications that depend on that data,

requires an intelligent approach to system design for fault tolerance. In the real world,

things go wrong: software crashes and hardware fails. Even if your hardware and

software never fails, something always happens to disrupt service. Whether a clumsy

employee knocks over a server or the cleaning crew unplugs your disk enclosure to use

the plug for a vacuum, something always happens.

The only thing that never fails is your companyÕs need for the data, and your users

clamoring during every disruption. Luckily, fault tolerance for servers, supported applica-

tions, and connected data storage now sits within reach of every company, large or small.

Fault tolerance means, at the most basic, that no single point of failure exists in your

network. Duplicating your network infrastructure costs money, so the smarter your

network design the better your return on investment for uptime.

Clustering services, esoteric and expensive earlier, are now close as your NetWare¨

server. Fault tolerant servers and storage systems still require a greater commitment

than single servers and storage system, but the downtime chews up network savings in

gulps of thousands of dollars per minute.

The modern data-dependent organization must invest in uptime. New tools, such

as NetWare 6, make that investment easier and more reliable than ever before.

for
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became a critical function. A computer that canÕt

save and retrieve information was just as useless

two decades ago as it is today, but at least weÕve

moved beyond cassette tape players.

Of course, storage needs have exploded

beyond worrying about one computerÕs storage

needs to worrying about thousands of computers

scattered across continents. Information saving

and retrieval must perform flawlessly every

minute of every day. e-commerce sites which

canÕt read and write customer records canÕt make

money. Corporate databases which go offline 

can grind entire manufacturing plants to a halt.

No file access, no business.

These problems have turned IT managers into

stereotypical TV sitcom obsessive-compulsives:

theyÕre always worried about storage, and they

check it constantly. Unfortunately, thereÕs no laugh

track in the computer room. Serious consequences

scrub the humor from storage technology.

Storage needs double every six to 
nine months

Plenty of dire warnings abound for those managing

corporate storage. IDC says storage needs are

doubling every six to nine months. Fortune 500

corporations consider themselves lucky when 

their storage needs only double each year.

The University of California, Berkeley, 

just released a study predicting (threatening?)

that more data will be created in the next three

years than was created in the last 40,000 years.

All those examples about how fiber optic networks

can transmit the entire Library of Congress in just

x minutes? That will be streaming into your data

center constantly, and you must capture, store,

secure, manage, and be able to retrieve anything

from any volume at any time.

Regardless of which dire warnings you accept

or reject, your own experience tells you more

data must be managed next year than last year.

Web pages, e-commerce transactions, streaming

audio and video files, customer databases, 

and even e-mail messages filled with graphical

logos and colored type inexorably fill to

overflowing your storage space.

One more bit of ÒgoodÓ news: the Gartner

Group found that it costs five to seven times as

much to manage storage as it does to purchase

storage. While the price per storage megabyte

drops like a rock, the increased costs for security,

reliability, and management soar through the roof.

DASÑDirect Attached Storage

Just as with the cassette tape deck plugged into

the first PC, early storage options clung tightly to

the physical server. DAS (Direct Attached Storage)

tells exactly where the storage devices are in

relation to the server: usually inside the case,

but no more than a short cable away from the

server itself.

Make no mistakeÑDAS worked great for years

and years, and will continue to provide value.

Departmental and special project servers will

always hold some storage capacity. So all the

servers in your computer room packed with disk

drives donÕt need to go into the recycling bin

just yet.

However, critical information on a single server

that must be shared beyond the workgroup will
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run into problems. Direct Attached Storage 

hits the target when thereÕs only one or two

servers and not many clients relying on the data.

When this type of arrangement peaked about

1990, DAS started running out of gas, and the

search for replacement technology increased.

Problems with DAS in the enterprise

The most obvious problem with DAS is the

absolute dependence on a single server. If the

server goes offline, the data goes offline as well.

Even with a distributed directory such as NDS¨

eDirectoryª, when a server goes down the internal

disk drives go down with it.

A second, and more common problem, 

comes when the balance of available disk space

gets unbalanced. Companies often roll out identical

servers for different departments, even when 

the needs for the two departments are not similar. 

Two servers, sitting side by side in the server room,

will have completely different storage demands.

Lack of access to open disk space

LetÕs say your company puts two 18GB SCSI drives

in each server. Server A, supporting the accounting

department, may have barely touched the data

capacity of the second drive and have at least

12GB free. Server B, supporting the Human Resource

department, may be bursting at the seams because

of their new resume scanning software. An extra

12GBs of open disk sits just two feet away, but it

may as well be two miles away.

Accounting managers almost never share server

disk space because of security concerns, and they

will likely refuse to let HR use some open disk

capacity. DoesnÕt matter how secure the network

directory is (and NDS eDirectory wins awards 

for being the most secure and controllable

directory service available) because the

accounting manager will almost never allow 

access to that departmentÕs disk space.

Full disks here, open disks there, but no

sharing allowed. Each ÒpoolÓ of storage resides

with a single server, like islands of data in the

corporate sea.

Little DAS Fault Tolerance

In the example of accounting not sharing disk

space with HR, notice the lack of fault tolerance.

If a company buys two 18GB drives for each server,

they could easily mirror the two drives and provide

fault tolerance, within that one server, against

drive hardware failure. Yet our example companies

didnÕt arrange their servers in that manner.

Company management often gives lip 

service to fault tolerance, but opt for dollars

over data protection when the purchase order

arrives. Building in fault tolerance, especially 

for departmental servers, gets labeled an

extravagance by some managers, no matter 

how critical that departmentÕs data. This reason

alone will propel smart IT managers to move

from a DAS-centric storage method.

DAS Management Hassles

Individual disks and volumes sitting in separate

servers means your island hopping wonÕt be the fun

vacation type. Configuring access rights, organizing

the backup procedures, and monitoring space on a

set of servers scattered all over the place will take
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more management time than you want to give.

Server-by-server management takes more time,

mental processes, and patience than you may have.

Getting past managing individual disks per server

will lighten your management load considerably.

What happens to your budget when one server

needs more storage? Often youÕre forced to buy a

new server, even though other servers may have

open space. The more servers bought, the more

chances for different operating systems, or different

versions of the primary networking operating

system. No matter what happens, more servers 

and more storage means more management time.

This trend heads in the wrong direction.

DAS belongs in small networks, remote offices

(with remote backup capabilities), and non-critical

departmental situations. Critical data protection

today demands some level of storage consolidation.

The two options used most commonly are NAS

(Network Attached Storage) and SAN (Storage 

Area Network).

NASÑNetwork Attached Storage

Network Attached Storage devices move the

potential data bottlenecks one step up from

individual servers to a dedicated storage device

that connects directly to the network. Multiple

servers and clients share NAS devices, allowing

access to data even if a network server goes down.

The NAS market ranges from small, closed

network appliances that donÕt allow customization

or additional storage to monster systems providing

high availability support and terabytes of RAID 5

storage. Prices range widely, from $500 for the

20GB SNAP! Server* 1000 from Quantum and

competitors to $100,000 neighborhood for

terabyte units.

Small NAS appliances promise quick Òplug and

playÓ network setup and configuration, and

generally provide that. Unfortunately, they rely 

on the lowest common denominator of networking,

the Windows NET file-sharing protocols. Since the

small NAS appliances use some form of embedded

Linux* as their operating system, PC file access

comes through SAMBA file sharing emulating

Windows file sharing services. Linux client supports

comes automatically, as does Macintosh* client

support in almost all cases.

SNAP!, which pretty well defined the low-end

NAS appliance market, emulates a NetWare 3.12

server bindery. This certainly improves NetWare

client connections by avoiding the Windows* NET

kludge, but doesnÕt offer real NDS support.

Shamefully, some vendors still advertise 

ÒNDS SupportÓ when all they provide is bindery

emulation. SNAP! doesnÕt try to fool anyone, 

and for their market segment of small networks

without strong technical support, they provide a

good service. They expanded their product line

upward, and now offer a rack-mounted NAS

appliance with 300GB of disk space pre-configured

for RAID 5 for redundancy. An announced model,

the ES12, offers up to 900GB (750GB with RAID 5)

for a retail price of under $25,000.

While smaller NAS appliances come sealed so

disks canÕt be added, higher-end, more customizable

systems offer more disk flexibility. They also offer

more advanced operating systems, including NDS

Novell NetWare 6Ñ
SAN and clustering
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eDirectory support by vendors JES Hardware

Solutions and Excel/Meridian Data.

Many customers may fill their storage needs

with NAS appliances. While the prices are higher

for an appliance and operating system than for a

drive added to an existing server, these appliances

offer ease of installation and use as a major selling

point. If raw storage capacity solves an immediate

problem, NAS appliances may be a good answer for

you. But other data access problems will appear.

Problems with traditional NAS

The flip side of Òplug and playÓ is Òno user

management allowed.Ó Operating system

configuration options remain sparse on NAS

appliances, particularly at the low end. WeÕve

already mentioned that storage management 

costs much more than storage purchases, and that

fact remains even when applied to NAS.

No NAS Fault Tolerance

NAS appliances often support clients from

multiple servers, so the DAS concern about one

downed server blocking data access moves up one

level. Now, one down NAS appliance blocks data

access from clients of multiple servers. Is that

better, or worse?

Disk drives inside NAS appliances usually

offering at least disk mirroring, where two drives

work in parallel. All data gets written to both drives,

so in case one fails, the data remains accessible.

RAID support, up to RAID 5, becomes the norm 

in higher-end NAS appliances.

Unfortunately, RAID drives donÕt provide the

necessary level of fault tolerance for critical data.

A RAID 5 disk system in a failed or down NAS

appliance provides no more data than DAS in a

down server. Some may consider a down NAS

appliance worse than a failed DAS server, 

since multiple clients from multiple servers 

will be blocked from their data.

NAS Management Hassles

NAS appliances using embedded Linux for an

operating system provide internal Web servers 

for browser-based management. On the surface,

this appears to be an excellent management

option. Unfortunately, when you dig deeper, 

you find management tools, utilities, and

configuration control remarkably weak.

Higher-end NAS systems provide more

management control, but none offer the complete

package available with NDS eDirectory. Even the

best NAS operating systems cause a problem,

because they add another OS to the learning 

curve of your network support staff.

Each NAS appliance must be managed on its

own, not as part of a complete system. Three NAS

appliances means three times the management

and configuration time.

File access and control management

notwithstanding, NAS appliances are limited to

offering file access and control. While this works

for individual users and some types of data,

transaction-oriented data files need more

granularity. Word processing, user backup files,

and even many Web server files work well on NAS

appliances. Where NAS appliances fall short are in

block-level storage access, such as for databases,

groupware, enterprise applications like CRM

Novell NetWare 6Ñ
SAN and clustering
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There are three components needed for a SAN:

Controlling server (or servers)

High-bandwidth channel interface(s)

Storage unit(s)

One huge advantage of a SAN over NAS

appliances appears when looking at data traffic.

NAS appliances plug into the same corporate

network as other servers and their clients. Backups

between NAS devices travel across the corporate

network. All data copying or large file transfers

bump the network traffic levels up for all users.

A SANÕs back-end network keeps all data

traffic between data devices off the corporate

network. Files transferred between storage

devices occur within the channel-attached

network only. Backups happen across the channel

interface links, not on the corporate network.

There are four types of channel interfaces

used for SANs:

SCSI

ESCON (Enterprise System CONnections)

Fibre Channel

Gigabit Ethernet

Speed between the disk storage units and 

SAN controllers remains the key criteria for most

customers. A second consideration for many 

users is the distances allowed between the SAN

controllers and disk storage units.

SCSI (Small Computer Systems Interface) works

fine between a server and a disk drive or three.

While Ultra-3 SCSI (sometimes called Ultra160/m)

supports burst speeds up to 160Mbps, maximum

distance tops out at a terribly short 12 meters.

Novell NetWare 6Ñ
SAN and clustering

(Customer Relationship Management) and many

financial applications.

NovellÕs NetDevice NAS

While most NAS devices remain rather limited and

require extra management overhead, one new

entrant into the market provides excellent

performance and includes full NDS support: 

the Novell¨ NetDeviceª NAS. A software-only product,

Novell NetDevice NAS turns a server-capable

computer into an NDS controlled NAS solution.

Novell tools, such as ZENworks¨ for Servers,

provide outstanding and proven management

utilities. Powered by NSS, the Novell NetDevice

NAS can handle up to 8TB of storage capacity.

When extra storage space needs outpace the 

need for more servers, leverage your NetWare

experience with the Novell NetDevice NAS. 

SANÑStorage Area Networks

The top of the storage family currently is the

SAN, or Storage Area Network. There are various

was to build a SAN, each with multiple options.

SANs arenÕt cheap, but they do offer the best

ways to manage and control large amounts of

critical data.

Unlike a NAS appliance, the storage devices 

for a SAN do not connect directly to the network.

Essentially, a SAN is a back-end network, separated

from the company network by a server (or cluster

of servers) controlling access to the SAN and

providing file service functions. This server (or

servers) connects to some type of high-bandwidth

channel interface, which in turn connects to the

storage system.
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That distance may be fine for linking one server

to a disk drive subsystem, but it doesnÕt allow for

any location flexibility. Ultra-3 SCSI tops out at 

16 drives as well.

ESCON (Enterprise System Connections) fixes

the distance and speed problems limiting SCSI, 

but at a price. ESCON, using fiber optic cables and

dynamically modifiable switches called ESCON

Directors, reaches up to 37.3 miles at speeds up

to 2Gbps. But unless you also have IBM S/390

mainframes in your network, ESCON will be a new,

and expensive, neighborhood.

Fibre Channel has taken the lead for most SAN

vendors, by offering an accepted standard, data

speeds up to 1Gbps (with plans underway to reach

10Gbps), and a reach of six miles (10 kilometers).

Using either coax cable or even twisted pair

wiring for short distances drops the investment

level for the Fibre Channel switches and hubs.

Much like 10/100 Base-T Ethernet, Fibre

Channel offers two types of controllers to link the

SAN server(s) and disk subsystems. A Fibre Channel

Hub uses an arbitrated loop technology that shares

bandwidth among up to 127 devices. Think of 

this hub just like a 10Base-T hub that shares 

the Ethernet channel with all attached nodes,

although the loop arbitration allows nodes to bid

for access by sending a signal around the loop. 

If the originating node receives the signal back,

that node can transmit data until they are finished

with that I/O cycle (beware bandwidth hogs).

The Fibre Channel Switch acts more like an

Ethernet switch, providing full bandwidth between

each node and the switch itself. If two or more

servers ask for data from the same storage device,

like the same RAID controller, the switch

interleaves the traffic and shares the bandwidth

equally. Multiple servers can access multiple

storage devices at full speed. A series of switches

organized in a mesh network can interconnect 

up to 64,000 devices. These advantages make

Fibre Channel the current choice for most 

SAN installations.

Coming up fast on the outside, however, is

Gigabit Ethernet. As Gig-E products hit the market,

the standards groups are already pushing 10 Gigabit

Ethernet. Based on the typical Ethernet frame

format and LAN protocols, Gig-E already powers

many corporate backbone networks, and 10 Gigabit

Ethernet products will appear soon. Infiltrating the

SAN market wonÕt take an enormous technical leap,

just applications and hardware development time.

Since companies already trust Gig-E for network

backbones, making use of the technology for SANs

will be an easy step.

Problems with current SANs

Looking at all the components needed for a

working SAN, one might guess these are still

complicated systems requiring substantial

investment. True. Plenty of money, management

time, and a steep learning curve are necessary

ingredients for most current SAN projects.

High SAN Cost

Gathering together hundreds of gigabytes of

storage, or even terabytes, obviously requires

considerable investment. While the price per

megabyte of hard disk storage continues to drop,

Novell NetWare 6Ñ
SAN and clustering
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SAN systems donÕt use the low end of the disk

product line. RAID 5 disk subsystems usually

require hot-swappable disk drives, along with

redundant power supplies and controllers. 

The channel interface between the SAN

server(s) and the disk drive systems requires

investment, of course, even though an increasing

market and competition drives the price down.

Options for budgetary reasons exist, such as using

Fibre Channel hubs rather than Fibre Channel

Arbitrated Loop switches (hubs average a third 

the cost of switches).

Yet with the high cost of SAN components, 

the purchase price pales beside the cost of

managing the SAN. Gartner Group research says 

it costs five to seven times as much to manage

storage as to purchase storage. Just as with all

other network technologies, ongoing costs of

support and management outstrip the purchase

price early in the life cycle.

Complex SAN Management

The disk subsystem comes with a management

utility. The Fibre Channel hub or switch comes

with a management utility. The SAN server

software comes with a management utility. 

While it may appear management tools are 

well represented, the reality is that three

management utilities that donÕt work together

cause nine times the work (EricÕs Law:

Management hassle equals the square of the

number of management platforms).

Today, many vendors with proprietary 

(or partially proprietary) products fill the SAN

marketplace. This means different vendor

products donÕt always work together, and each

component has operational restrictions.

SAN disk support for different operating system

clients often must be achieved through some type

of manual disk partitioning. Taking a cue from 

the SCSI LUN (Logical Unit Number) addressing

scheme, some Fibre Channel HBAs (Host Bus

Adapters) map LUNs to specific blocks of storage.

This LUN Masking ensures that particular servers

see only the LUNs they are assigned, not the

entire disk capacity.

SAN zoning, again available with certain Fibre

Channel devices, works a little better than LUN

Masking, but not much. Applications and servers

that share storage can share a SAN zone, but still

not see beyond their configured zone.

Storage Virtualization moves management up

one layer of abstraction, and allows managers to

address storage space, rather than storage devices.

Different SAN vendors offer different storage

virtualization management tools, but their 

control normally stops with their own brand of

equipment. Cross-platform tools exist for a few

closely allied companies, but SAN vendors donÕt

have a comprehensive management tool yet.

SAN Server Fault Tolerance

Before your SAN system starts running, you must

address a critical area: the server between your

data and your users becomes the ultimate single

point of failure. Lose that server due to a crash or

even routine maintenance, and no one or no device

on the network can reach all the data carefully

stored in your SAN disk devices. That includes the

Novell NetWare 6Ñ
SAN and clustering
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Web server supporting e-commerce and other

customer transactions.

Most references in this paper discuss Òserver or

serversÓ controlling the SAN. This points to the

preferred method of configuring SAN servers: 

in a cluster with fail-over support. If one server

crashes or must be taken down for management

purposes, at least one other server continues to

provide access to the SAN disk subsystems.

A critical decision for SAN implementation is

the choice of servers to operate the SAN system.

Some high-end (expensive) SAN options today

force multiple SUN workstations as the only option

for SAN servers. While SUN workstations offer

many strong features, they carry strong price tags

and steep learning curves. Today, a SAN customer

does not need to automatically buy into the

highest-price option for servers.

Other SAN systems write their server software for

Windows NT*/2000 servers. These choices moderate

the prices from the SUN suggestions, but have their

own set of limitations. After all, SAN management

should be put on an application server, right? No,

SAN management should run on the fastest and

most reliable file service platform available.

When evaluated and tested by independent

labs, Windows servers never rank at the top 

of the scale for file service or server reliability.

Clustering may help cover the reliability issue, 

but does little to improve mediocre file service.

After all, when a server handles file requests for

the entire network, the highest performing file

service engine possible should be put in place.

That means NetWare.

N E T WA R E  6  S A N  I M P R O V E M E N T S

Novell always built strong file services into

NetWare, from the earliest version of NetWare

using file sharing rather than disk sharing to the

modern NSS (Novell Storage System) journaling file

system reliably holding and mounting billions of

files within seconds. NetWare 6 advances the

storage capabilities to make Novell the choice 

for SAN systems regardless of the client operating

system supported.

Two components included with NetWare 6

make the operating system worthy of

consideration for new SAN systems. In the next

major section, weÕll discuss Novell Cluster

Servicesª version 1.6. First, letÕs discuss the

improved file system available with NetWare 6

that improves SAN services considerably over

earlier versions of NetWare.

NSS (Novell Storage Services) 
make SANs sing

Think of Novell Storage Services as following 

the eDirectory model for Novell: new ways to

deal with ever-growing amounts of data were

needed as the role of the traditional Òfile serverÓ

moved up to become an Internet-connected, 

e-commerce, transaction-oriented Web

infrastructure device. Just as NDS eDirectory

developed to handle larger numbers of more

complex network objects, NSS 3.0 developed to

handle the management, storage, and retrieval

of huge amounts of data.

NSS 3.0, included with NetWare 6, provides 

the needed support to control up to 32 servers

coordinating access to shared storage through
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Novell Cluster Services 1.6. Developed on the

model of journaling file systems used on high-end

UNIX* systems for years, NSS 3.0 can mount a

cleanly-dismounted volume, regardless of the 

size and number of files contained, in a matter 

of seconds. If the volume closed ÒungracefullyÓ 

for some reason, only a few extra seconds are

required to mount the volume. But fast volume

repairs and even faster mounting arenÕt all the

good news in NSS 3.0.

Novell always envisioned NetWare supporting

all types of clients and other servers on the

network. Using NSS and Novell Native File Access

(more soon), a NetWare 6-controlled SAN system

will support Windows, Macintosh, UNIX, Linux, 

and Novell clients. Application server software

running on Windows NT/2000 or UNIX/Linux

servers are also supported, gaining full access to

the SAN system depending on their authentication

and security levels.

NetWare 6 takes aim at the heart of the storage

needs of modern companies moving from file and

print services to full e-commerce transaction

services, including centralized SAN systems

supporting a variety of servers and clients.

Everything about NetWare 6, including multi-

processor support, built-in clustering software,

and SAN enhancements screams scalability 

and stability.

NSS 3.0 technology improvements

As they say on the business programs, letÕs take a

look at the numbers compared to the previous

NetWare File System:

File sizes up to 8TB (was 4GB)

Up to 8 trillion files per volume (was 16 million

files per server)

Up to 1,000,000 open files per server 

(was 100,000)

64-bit file system (was 32-bit)

Up to 255 volumes mounted and visible to

existing clients (was 64 volumes)

Notice that the capabilities of the ÒregularÓ

NetWare File System canÕt be called shabby by

any means. Most users, frankly, never bumped up

against some of the limits listed above (files bigger

than 4GBs? Not many people have that problem).

Yet a few customers today, and more tomorrow,

will need the expanded room and flexibility NSS

3.0 provides. Besides, everyone benefits from

better performance, faster mounting, and better

volume crash protection that comes with NSS 3.0.

Virtual Partitions

On one hand, the hard limit of four partitions on 

a single hard disk doesnÕt seem to be a problem.

But virtual partitions offers advantages beyond

the obvious.

A NetWare 5.1 server supporting NSS already

needs three partitions: DOS, NetWare File Services

(to support SYS), NSS, and possibly a fourth

partition for the hardware vendorÕs operating

system. Even if you donÕt have a separate

partition for the hardware vendor, three partitions

required by NetWare complicates the server

options for lab installations such as dual-boot

systems with Linux.

Using NSS 3.0 and NetWare 6, only one real

NetWare partition need be created. All the

Novell NetWare 6Ñ
SAN and clustering
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necessary NetWare partitions, including NSS and

any future developments, fit inside the one

partition. Even the critical SYS volume can now 

be an NSS volume with NetWare 6.

Want to create a variety of NSS volumes to

configure tightly-controlled access profiles for

extranet partners? No problem with NSS 3.0. 

Want to mirror a partition on another NetWare

server for security? No problem. Need to configure

volumes to be shared among a cluster of NetWare

servers? No problem.

Creating virtual partitions takes only three 

clicks inside ConsoleOne*. Virtual partitions can be

or mirrored, or clustered, both, or neither clustered

nor mirrored. Partition flexibility with three mouse

clicks will save plenty of administration time.

Storage Pools

Storage pools, new with NetWare 6, are bodies 

of free disk space gathered from one or more

virtual partitions on a variety of storage media.

Any read-write media, including hard disks, SANs,

or magneto optical disks can be gathered into 

a storage pool.

Never again will you have to worry about how

much free space to assign to NetWare volumes. 

As long as you leave enough space for NetWare to

support traditional NetWare volumes, all the free

space in other NSS volume space can be organized

into storage pools as needed.

A wizard in the NSS ConsoleOne snap-in searches

all storage devices attached to a server with one

click of the mouse. Select all or a part of the

reported free space, and collect that into a storage

pool. Then youÕre ready for logical volume setup.

Logical Volumes

Logical volumes use space from collected storage

pools rather than from traditional volumes. 

Unlike traditional volumes, logical volumes need

no hard size limit; they take the space they 

need from the storage pool, but not more.

Flexible allocation, anyone?

Need more space for a logical volume? 

One click in ConsoleOne and you can increase a

volumeÕs quota. No reformatting, no repartitioning,

no hassles, just usable space.

Take a cue from the airlines and overbook a

storage pool. Guessing which volumes really need

100GB and which need 20GB often turns out wrong.

Logical volumes, however, can ÒshareÓ a storage

pool while technically overlapping.

Using a 200GB storage pool, you can create

four logical volumes, each with a capacity of

100GB. You wouldnÕt do this unless you werenÕt

sure which volume would really need to expand,

but that guessing game gets tricky at times.

Create Volumes A, B, C, and D, and let them 

all share the 200GB storage pool.

If Volume C really takes off and starts growing

faster than the others and needs more room, it can

go beyond the listed capacity. While Volume C heads

north of 100GB, the other three volumes may

happily take up about 20GB each. This leaves 

you headroom for Volume C, with full control 

and a chance to add more storage to Volume C 

as necessary.

Overbooking the storage pool space can cause

problems, say if all four of our example volumes

add up to more than the available storage pool

space. Once the storage pool space is gone, 

Novell NetWare 6Ñ
SAN and clustering
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no volumes can add more files. The good news is

that youÕll have time, control, and the tools you

need to manage the space more flexibly than 

with any other operating system. 

Support files from all clients

One of the significant problems with most SAN

systems today is the lack of a single file system 

to control all client access to SAN storage. 

When a company needs multiple users on multiple

operating systems to connect to a SAN, they have

to partition areas for access for each operating

system. One could argue this method doesnÕt

really provide ÒsharedÓ storage at all, just closely

connected separate storage areas.

NetWare 6 and NSS 3.0 eliminates these 

OS-partitions among SAN systems by using Novell

Native File Access for Windows, Macintosh, and

UNIX operating systems. All work over TCP/IP

rather than IPX, and support each operating

systemÕs primary file protocol.

NetWare File Services and NSS: Novell clients

connect using NCP (NetWare Core Protocol).

Novell Native File Access for Windows:

Windows clients (95/98/ME/NT/2000)

access files using CIFS (Common Internet

File System) over TCP/IP.

Novell Native File Access for Macintosh:

Macintosh clients (OS 8.1 and above,

including OS X) access files using AFP

(AppleTalk* Filing Protocol) over TCP/IP.

Novell Native File Access for UNIX: UNIX and

Linux workstations or servers using NFS

(Network File System) versions 2 or 3 

over TCP/IP.

Included with NetWare 6: Web and Internet

clients can access files using HTTP (HyperText

Transfer Protocol), HTTPS (Secure HTTP),

FTP (File Transfer Protocol), and WebDAV

(World Wide Web Distributed Authoring 

and Versioning).

NSS 3.0 handles this seeming file access magic

through a layered approach of new technologies.

From the bottom up, the layers are the Media

Access Layer (MAL), Object Engine, Common Layer

Interface, and Semantic Agents.

Media Access Layer (MAL)

The MAL sits on top of the physical hardware,

whether that be a hard drive, CD-ROM, RAM disk,

DVD, or any other storage media now available or

under development. This layer presents a view of

storage media as simply an assortment of storage

blocks rather than presenting the details and

configuration quirks of each storage type supported.

Object Engine

Building on two decades of outstanding yet

constantly improving file service performance, 

the NSS 3.0 Object Engine improves file storage

and management yet again in four key areas:

Performance: by storing objects in balanced

trees (commonly called B-trees), the

system can retrieve an object from disk in

no more than four I/O cycles. Improved

memory management allows the system to

locate an object in storage without loading
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the entire directory entry table into

memory. Shared name spaces saves time

and space by using one name for each

stored object, rather than a separate 

name for each supported name space.

Scalability: Using a 64-bit interface rather 

than the earlier 32-bit interface allows the

capacity improvements, such as supporting

up to 8 trillion files per volume and

handling 1,000,000 open files per server.

Robustness: The Object Engine uses a file

transaction journal to record all transactions

written to disk or waiting to be written.

Remounting and recovery from a failure

condition only requires reading the journal

to see which transactions were completed

or not, rather than searching through the

entire volume.

Modularity: New objects are defined and

plugged into the storage system whenever

needed without affecting the system

itself. As new versions of DVD-based

drives become available, for instance, 

NSS 3.0 will plug these into your existing

storage transparently yet with all the

same management and control tools you

have now.

Common Layer Interface

The Common Layer Interface links the Object

Engine to Semantic Agents (software modules for

various file protocols). There are three basic

service categories.

Naming Services: Object naming, object lookup,

and name space management.

Object Services: Standard input/output to and

from objects, and other object operations

such as create, delete, and truncate.

Management Services: Object locking, volume

management operations, addition and

registration of new objects, and all other

object management functions.

Semantic Agents

These are the software modules loaded by NSS 

to handle each of the necessary file protocols

mentioned above, such as CIFS, NFS, AFP, and HTTP.

Each appropriate Semantic Agent intercepts file

access and control commands for their area of

responsibility (for example, Novell Native File

Access for Macintosh will intercept all AFP

commands) and passes those to the appropriate

Common Layer Interface module.

NSS Integrated with NDS eDirectory for
superior management and security

NovellÕs award-winning NDS eDirectory controls all

security, authentication, and object management

with SAN systems through NSS 3.0 just as with

other network users and resources. In fact,

eDirectory will happily manage and authenticate

objects such as Macintosh and Windows 2000

users, or allow those users to maintain their 

own management tools.

Using Novell Modular Authentication Services

(NMAS*), eDirectory will act as a proxy and broker

authentication requests between Novell Native

File Access components and the originating
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directory service of the user making the request.

Otherwise, NMAS will handle all the

authentication and security requests directly.

Unlike some supposed competitors in the

directory product space, Novell doesnÕt force

network users to all follow a single management

path. While using eDirectory to handle all the

network users and resources saves a great deal of

time and management frustration, some customers

prefer to keep using their existing directory

management tools. No problem. NetWare 6 and

NSS 3.0 support them either way.

Realizing the increasing abilities of eDirectory,

some SAN component makers now build NDS

support into their products. Gadzoox, maker of

many SAN switch products, partnered with Novell

to NDS enable their product line. Partnerships like

these continue to expand on the work Novell

engineers have done adding Fibre Channel card

support into NetWare 6 itself.

NDS eDirectory doubles your advantages 

when coordinating NDS enabled applications 

with NetWare 6 SAN systems. Novell applications, 

such as BorderManager¨, GroupWise¨, ZENworks,

Novell iFolder, and others coordinate through

eDirectory with SAN systems and Novell Cluster

Services 1.6, all within the NetWare 6 red box.

Avoid inSANityÑuse NetWare 6 to power 

your SAN.

Submitted above on 6/11/01

N E T WA R E  6  C L U S T E R  S E RV I C E S  A D D S

FA U LT  TO L E R A N C E  TO  S A N S A N D

O T H E R  A P P L I C AT I O N S  

Certain applications on certain servers, such as

network access to corporate data stored in a SAN,

absolutely must be up and running at all times.

For these applications, Novell introduced Novell

Cluster Services 1.0 with NetWare 5.1. NetWare 6

improves on the clustering software and ties the

clustering software together even more tightly

with Novell Storage Servicesª 3.0 and all the

improvements in that file system software.

Clustering provides Òhigh availabilityÓ 

to an application, meaning failure of any 

one component will not block access to the

application. This term goes one step beyond

reliability, which refers to the ability of one

server to remain up and running at all times. 

Even the most reliable server (and NetWare

regularly wins awards for their reliability) must

come down even if just for routine maintenance.

Clustering provides high availability to keep

services running even when one server, or maybe

two or three servers in some configurations, 

must come down.

Access to storage through a SAN often becomes

the critical application that pushes companies into

investing in clustering, but other applications

benefit from the combination of shared storage

and high availability. WeÕll cover some specific

applications later, but you may want to look around

your company and identify which applications users

demand constantly and get upset when theyÕre not

available. E-mail tends to be toward the top of

that list, as does Internet access, intranet access,

and even printing. Novell has ways to help all 

these and more.
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Highly scalable clustering techniques

High availability means different things to different

people, or perhaps means different things to

different budget managers. Even more budget-

critical, highly-scalable promises that more

investment guarantees more uptime and accessibility.

Just as no two networks look exactly alike, 

no two cluster installations look exactly alike. 

Each company makes their own decisions,

balancing cost and administration time versus

uptime. The ever-present Òcost versus convenienceÓ

decision dictates the clustering plan used by 

most companies.

Multiple implementation options allow
price versus performance choices

NetWare 6 Clustering Services work on a Òfan-out

failoverÓ method completely under control of 

the network administrator using NDS eDirectory

and special cluster-control utilities. Simply put,

the network administrator decides exactly 

how applications on a failed server should be

apportioned to other servers in the cluster.

In cluster talk, a ÒresourceÓ consists of an

application, file, or service that resides on one of

the cluster nodes. Each resource may be allocated

to the same backup server in the cluster, the

resources may be divided among multiple servers

in the cluster, or some resource can be allowed 

to stop in order to continue mission-critical

resources on a backup cluster server.

This flexibility allows companies to choose

their own Òprice versus performanceÓ point. 

LetÕs take some examples to show this flexibility.

NetWare 6 will ship with cluster support for two

servers. A straightforward method of configuration

would be to use two servers of equal (or roughly

equal) performance. When Server A fails or gets

taken down for service, all resources would failover

to Server B. Users would see little or no interruption

in service, because both servers access the same

SAN system as described in the earlier section. 

Take Server A down for maintenance, Server B picks

up the full load, and after Server A resumes service,

Server B could relinquish being the active cluster

server, or remain in control and let the resource

migrate back to Server A when Server B gets taken

down for maintenance.

Server B backs up Server A so users see little 

or no interruption when Server A stops. A simple,

clean way to organize a cluster. While some may

feel nervous trusting only two servers like this 

for critical services, NetWare servers and their

reputation for reliability means this easy A to B

failover will maintain service access and satisfy 

all but the most paranoid network managers.

LetÕs get more complicated and add Server C, 

a smaller, less-powerful server than A or B. Server A

runs GroupWise and an Human Resources resume

database, requiring plenty of memory and perhaps

multiple processors. Server B runs WebSphere with

Netscape Enterprise Server and a spare-parts data-

base. Again, lots of memory and multiple processors.

Server C has a single processor and slightly less

memory than Servers A and B. Can it function as 

a worthwhile backup in a cluster?

Absolutely, with the proper configuration. 

If Server A falters, only GroupWise migrates to

Server C, leaving the Human Resources database
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out of service for a time. GroupWise users 

need access constantly, and e-mail junkies risk

withdrawal after just a few minutes. Server C can

handle GroupWise by itself with no problems,

allowing that critical service to continue.

If Server B falters, only WebSphere* and the

Netscape Enterprise Server* failover to Server C.

Again, critical service continues while a less

critical application, in this case a spare-parts

database, drops out of service for a time.

This fan-out failover capability expands to 

all 32 active cluster servers, allowing network

managers to configure exactly the resources they

want to continue to migrate to exactly the server

they wish to support that server. Unlike other

cluster applications, Novell Cluster Services 1.6

doesnÕt force companies to over-buy backup

servers if they wish to migrate only critical

applications. You choose, not the software.

Alternately, some customers use individual

servers for GroupWise and Enterprise Server 

(to continue our example). They may prefer to

configure their most powerful server as the

primary backup for multiple servers, preferring all

service to remain up even if performance drops

slightly because of hosting multiple high-horsepower

applications on a single server.

You make the choices, and you decide the

implementation options you prefer. The clustering

application doesnÕt call the shots, you do.

Clustering Justification for 
Business Managers 

Technical products require approval by non-technical

managers. Consider this section a translation of

cluster services benefits into manager-speak for

use during proposal meetings and budget planning.

Tech: Novell Cluster Services uses fan-out,

distributed failover, even during 

multi-node failure.

Biz: Applications remain available to users

even if one or more servers goes offline

due to failure or maintenance.

Tech: Transparent client reconnect

Biz: Users will automatically be migrated 

to the new server(s) along with 

their applications.

Tech: Eliminate downtime for server

maintenance

Biz: Applications remain available even 

when physical servers are stopped for

maintenance. This means maintenance can

be done during work hours, not at midnight

on Saturday at overtime rates for the techs.

Tech: Dynamically add new cluster nodes.

Biz: Changes to the cluster configuration 

will not disrupt users.

Tech: Migrate trustee rights automatically.

Biz: User access and security controls remain

active regardless of which server in the

cluster controls access to the data.

Tech: Support DHCP and FTP failover.

Biz: Automatic IP address assignment and 

file transfer applications will continue to

work regardless of which cluster server(s)

are active.
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Tech: Provide SAN access.

Biz: Shared storage pools make data available

to more clients more consistently because

the cluster ensures one or more servers

always remains available to connect users

to their information.

Tech: Single point administration.

Biz: Simplified Cluster Services administration

means less technician time is spent

managing the cluster and applications

running on that cluster.

Business managers donÕt recognize cool

technology, they recognize ways to save money

and/or save time. Translating technical issues into

dollars and time saved or new services to help

people do their jobs easier will transform your

managerÕs confusion into approval.

C L U S T E R I N G  O V E RV I E W

There are no Òquick hacksÓ for clustering. 

A variety of new NLMªs (NetWare Loadable

Modulesª) added to the list from Novell

Clustering Services 1.01 for NetWare 5.1 fit

together to provide clustering.

Improvements in Novell Clustering Services

1.6, shipping with NetWare 6, include:

An improved version of Novell Storage Services

(3.0) which also enhances NetWare 6 file

performance even without clustering.

Improved monitoring and management tools

for cluster services.

Improved resource policies for clusters.

NetWare 5.1 users arenÕt left out. NCS 1.0.2,

released with consolidated support pack 6, 

adds many improvements, including the same type

of excellent use of NSS 3.0 as with NetWare 6. 

Also improved are trustee rename and move,

debugger, a statistics tool, and some memory leaks

with I/O. NetWare 5.1 customers will be in excellent

position to maintain outstanding cluster performance

until they are ready to move to NetWare 6 for

multi-processor support and other advantages.

Clustering Technology

Some developers have complained about NLMs

(NetWare Loadable Modules), but in the hands 

of NetWare engineers, NLMs provide screaming

performance with outstanding reliability. It should

come as no surprise that a batch of 10 NLMs

power Novell Cluster Services 1.6.

Seven NLMs first appeared with the earlier

cluster services version, while the new version has

10. While it appears that three new NLMs were

added, actually one NLM became unnecessary 

and four new ones appeared.

LetÕs discuss the first batch of NLMs:

CLSTRLIBÑCluster Configuration Library

This module stores the NDS cluster data.

The first node in the cluster uses CLSTRLIB

to access NDS eDirectory and becomes the

master node for the cluster. CLSTRLIB sends

NDS cluster data to all cluster nodes.

CMAÑCluster Management Agent

This NLM interfaces with ConsoleOne, or at

least a ConsoleOne station with the cluster

snap-ins. Any ConsoleOne management

station with the proper cluster snap-ins 

can manage the cluster.
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CRMÑCluster Resource Manager

The center of the cluster NLMs, the CRM

keeps track of where the cluster resources

actually run, and restarts resource in 

the event of a failure or loss node for

maintenance. NDS failover policies read

into local memory by the CLSTRLIB are

executed by CRM.

GIPCÑGroup Interprocess Communication

In charge of the heartbeat protocol 

(more later), the GIPC handles the other

cluster group management protocols. 

These protocols alert nodes of failures 

and the need to assume resources.

SBDÑSplit Brain Detector

Although this sounds like a horror movie

instrument, SBD really watches for a

situation where a node loses Ethernet

service, but everything else continues.

Without a network connection to exchange

GIPC and heartbeats, the network-less node

assumes all other nodes disappeared and

tries to assume all resources. At the same

time, the other nodes assume the first node

has failed (because it doesnÕt respond to

heartbeat packets) and tries to take over

that serverÕs resources. SBD checks for this

condition, and stops the smaller side of the

split brain, or the side that is not running

the master node. In two-node clusters,

neither side is smaller and both servers

believe they are running the master node,

so SBD has the capability to check for LAN

failure. Whichever node has lost network

connectivity gets declared out of service.

VLLÑVirtual Interface Architecture Link Layer

The VLL provides communications between

the GIPC, SBD, and CRM modules. When the

GIPC suspects a node has failed, it checks

the VLL module which shares the information

with the SBD module. Using the tools

discussed above, the SBD determines

whether the node in question is up or

down, and informs the VLL, which shares

the information with the CRM module.

TRUSTMIGÑTrustee Migration (now gone)

In Novell Cluster Services 1.01 and 

NetWare 5.1, 32-bit identification numbers

called trustee IDs were used to identify user

objects of each particular server. Different

trustee IDs identify the files a User object

owns on each server, causing problems when

control of these files are transferred from

one server to another during a failover. An

improvement in Novell Cluster Services 1.6

eliminated the need to migrate trustee IDs,

doing away with this NLM and the most

serious delay during the failover process.

The following four NLMs are the new ones

included with NetWare 6 and NCS 1.6:

CSSÑCluster System Services

A set of APIs (Application Program

Interfaces) for cluster-aware applications 

to use to enable distributed-shared memory

and distributed locking. Distributed-shared

memory provides a way for cluster-aware
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applications running across multiple server

to access the same data as if the data were

on physically shared RAM chips. Distributed

locking prevents one thread on one node

from locking the same shared pool another

thread has already locked. This is one way

to ensure that pools are only active on one

node at a time. 

VIPXÑVirtual Interface Provider Library Extensions

The Virtual Interface Architecture

(www.viarch.org) specification defines 

an industry-standard architecture for

communication within clusters of

workstations and servers. Standards-based

servers are used as building blocks to

enable enterprise-class performance 

and scalability. Novell provides VIPX so

developers can use the standard VI Provider

Library to develop applications for NCS 1.6.

CVBÑCluster Volume Broker

A Novell-developed cluster-aware utility

that allows you to change an NSS volume on

one node only while CVB distributes that

change across all nodes. CVB keeps each

node locked together with the same image

of the storage resources.

PCLUSTERÑPortal Cluster Agent

This NetWare Remote Agent (was Portal

Manager) snap-in allows network managers 

to use any computer with a browser and

Internet access to administer a cluster. All

the functions inside ConsoleOne are available

within NetWare Remote Manager once the

PCLUSTER snap-in has been installed.

In addition to these NLMs (which load

automatically when clustering is installed), 

several NDS changes are made, including new 

NDS objects. More details soon, but you should

expect NDS to show a cluster container, cluster

node, cluster resource, resource template, 

and volume resource.

Two-node clustering included in 
Server Edition

All versions of NetWare 6 will include NCS for two

nodes. Combined with NetWareÕs famous reliability

and file service performance, a two node cluster

will go a long way toward providing high availability

for many corporate applications. While NCS 1.01

included a fee of $4,999 per cluster node, 

NetWare 6 includes nearly $10,000 of cluster

software as part of the NetWare value proposition.

The combination of Novell Storage Services 

3.0 and Novell Cluster Services 1.6 inside the

NetWare 6 box intrigues many customers. Some

companies are using NetWare for SAN management

simplification alone, besides the outstanding file

performance and highly available Cluster Services

included in the red NetWare box.

32 node clustering available

Novell Cluster Services 1.6 supports up to 

32 cluster nodes, up from a maximum of eight

nodes with the earliest version. While 32 nodes

in a cluster may seem excessive, remember the

flexibility Novell provides for fanning out server

resources in case of a failure or scheduled

maintenance. Also remember that NCS most

often fronts a large SAN installation. Shared 
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disks hold multiple volumes with multiple file

sets and databases.

Fault tolerance runs through the entire system

with large clusters. Multiple servers ensure critical

applications remain available. Multiple Fibre

Channel or perhaps Gigabit Ethernet switches link

the cluster of servers through multiple channel

connections to the SAN hardware. Redundant power

supplies, hot swap disks, and multiple controllers

keep the SAN-based data up and available at 

all times.

Remember that every server in a NetWare

cluster can provide access to any data in the

SAN. Local storage on each server wonÕt be

accessible as part of the SAN, but local storage

for cluster nodes tends to just hold NetWare files

and NDS partitions (maximum of six per cluster

for best performance).

Many server applications can be supported in

the same cluster. Now that the computer watchword

is ROI for Return on Investment, remember that

downtime kills your ROI statistics quickly. No one

wants to invest in downtime, so invest in larger

clusters to increase your uptime and improve your

ROI by leaps and bounds.

Disk sharing breakthroughsÑ
virtual partitions, storage pools, 
and logical volumes

NetWare 6 and NSS 3.0 provide many new disk

control and configuration features, as discussed

earlier in the SAN section. Now letÕs look at some

of the storage space improvements from the 

point of view of clustered servers.

SAN devices controlled by your NetWare cluster

can be either RAID sets or JBOD (Just a Bunch of

Disks). Disk subsystems holding these hard drives

should provide as much fault tolerance as possible

for the budget and critical nature of the data

controlled. RAID 5 with hot-swap disks are

expensive but make fine SAN components,

obviously, but disk options change regularly, 

so check the market. If you donÕt have some 

type of disk mirroring or RAID 5 in place, a single

hard drive failure can ruin your volume.

NSS 3.0 allows virtual partitions, allowing a

single NetWare partition to support both non-NSS

and NSS volumes. Storage pools are created from

free space available in one or more virtual

partitions and can be pure local or pure shared.

Shared storage pools can only be activated by one

cluster node at a time to ensure data integrity.

Inside the storage pools are the logical

volumes. Unlike traditional NetWare volumes,

these logical volumes have no hard size limit

since they can request more space from the

storage pool as needed. These logical volumes

hold the files and folders for users and

applications. Logical volumes are only visible

when the pool is active, and activating a pool

enables I/O to that pool.

Unlike earlier Cluster Services with NetWare 5,

the names of the virtual servers controlling these

logical volumes can be customized. Eliminating the

default underscore character in the name allows

the virtual servers to be seen and tracked with DNS.

Cluster volume broker

The traffic cop controlling access to the storage

pools and logical volumes is the Cluster Volume
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Broker (CVB). CVB provides a single system 

image for storage management to the network

administrator, and forces a single image of the

storage situation on each node in the cluster.

Data integrity falls into the purview of the CVB,

since the module will veto conflicting operations

and enforce the single server pool access rule. Last

but not least, the Cluster Volume Broker application

handles the dynamic online configuration details,

making storage reconfiguration quick and easy.

Clustering applications

DonÕt let the mentions earlier about APIs and

development standards for clusters trick you into

thinking an application must be cluster-enabled to

run on a Novell cluster. Not true. The important

criteria is that an application can run without IPX

(almost every NetWare certified application in 

use today now supports IP) and need to remain

available even if the supporting hardware falters.

The list of cluster-supported (and

recommended) applications includes:

GroupWise

BorderManager

ZENworks

Novell iFolder

Novell Remote Manager (Portal Services)

Netscape Enterprise Server

Apache Web Server

WebSphere

Novell Internet Messaging Systemª (NIMSª)

Novell Internet Printing (NIP)

Novell Distributed Print Servicesª (NDPS)

Oracle*

WebDAV

Symantec Norton AntiVirus

Pervasive Btrieve*

DHCP

FTP

LDAP

NFS

CIFS

AFP

Keep checking the Novell Web site success

stories (www.novell.com/success) for information

about companies using Novell Cluster Services in

new and interesting ways.

C L U S T E R I N G  T H E  N E T WA R E  WAY

All clustering utilities promise high availability 

and shared storage pools. But NetWare colors

clustering red with special features, advantages,

and surprises.

Requirements

First, the official word on requirements for 

a cluster:

Clusters must have at least two NetWare 6

servers but no more than 32.

All servers in the cluster must be configured

with IP and be on the same IP subnet.

All servers in the cluster must be in the same

NDS tree.

Each server must have at least one local disk

device (not shared) to be used as volume SYS.

The NDS tree must be replicated on at least

two servers in the cluster, but not on more

than six.
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Existing, off-the-shelf server hardware will

work for clusters, although some packaging

advantages are included in vendor partner

cluster systems.

Novell Cluster Services 1.6 is available in

English, French, German, Portuguese, 

and Spanish.

Notice the requirements you DONÕT see in 

the list above: no need for identical server

hardware, one proprietary channel connection

devices, and special client software. None of

these are necessary.

Those companies with existing NetWare 5

clusters in place will be happy to hear that

NetWare 5 and NetWare 6 clusters can coexist in

the same tree. NetWare 6 clusters include the

improvements discussed in this paper, of course,

but the addition of a NetWare 6 cluster will not

interfere with an existing NetWare 5 cluster.

NDS management and clustering components

While NDS now runs many places without NetWare,

NetWare rarely runs without NDS. This continues

to be true for Novell Cluster Services.

CLSTRLIB, one of the primary NCS NLMs, 

stores the NDS cluster data. Each resource on a

cluster node is identified, named, and tracked by

NDS. ConsoleOne and NetWare Remote Manager use

NDS authentication and special NCS snap-ins to

enhance their management capabilities (more later).

But since most NetWare clusters work with

SAN systems, file control becomes the critical

issue. Files in shared volumes which migrate 

from the control of one cluster server node to

another pose particular problems for the

managing directory service. Thanks to continued

development of NDS, Novell Cluster Services 1.6

and NetWare 6 have made considerable

improvements from earlier versions.

Trustee ID Handling Improved

Novell Cluster Services 1.01 included a now-deleted

module called TRUSTMIG, for Trustee Migration.

Improvements in NSS 3.0 and NCS 1.6 eliminated

the need for TRUSTMIG, speeding failover

recovery time.

With the traditional Novell file system, and NSS

prior to version 3.0, each object had a 32-bit

identification number to identify User objects as

trustees for their particular server. User objects

had trustee IDs for each different server they

used to indicate the files the User object owned

on each server.

No doubt you see whatÕs coming: when a file

migrated from one server to another, the trustee

IDs no longer matched. To allow object access 

on the migrated server as on the original server,

all the trustee IDs had translate to match the new

controlling server.

No competing clustering software offered this

type of ownership and authentication controls,

making this a plus for Novell Cluster Services. 

Yet as fast as the translation was, it could still take

several minutes on large volumes to translate the

trustee IDs on the migrated volumes. Drilling down

to translate trustee IDs on individual files required

scanning the entire file set being migrated.

To avoid this delay under NetWare 5.1 cluster

services, file ownership trustee IDs were skipped
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and not translated. This saved time, but took

away the NDS controls for users space restrictions.

Data volumes, after migration, no longer followed

the settings for userÕs maximum allowable disk

space and directory space restrictions.

NetWare 6 avoids this translation issue by

replacing server-linked trustee IDs with Globally

Unique IDs (GUID). Each User object now has 

a single GUID which remains the same across 

all servers where the user has trustee rights of

any kind.

Novell Cluster Services 1.6 and NetWare 6 

now migrate file resources much more quickly,

because there are no trustee IDs to translate.

Since the GUID remains regardless of the controlling

server, User trustee rights remain in place as well.

Where large volumes under NetWare 5.1 took

minutes to migrate, large volumes with NetWare 6

and NCS 1.6 migrate in seconds, regardless of

volume size. More security, less hassle, and more

speed all included in the newer version.

Better Cluster Backups

Another area where the trustee IDs caused a

problem came with backups. If a backed up file 

or volume wasnÕt restored from the same physical

server it was backed up from, the trustee IDs

wouldnÕt match and could cause corruption.

NetWare 6 and NCS 1.6, using GUIDs, have no

such problem with backed up files. Any file can be

backed up from any server and restored by any

server without file corruption. The GUID remains

intact, along with the appropriate user restrictions,

regardless of physical server used for the backup

and restore operation.

Fast single and multiple server 
failover support

Failovers happen when a server in the cluster goes

down unexpectedly and resources are dispersed 

to other servers in the cluster. A manual failover

migration occurs when an administrator takes a

server down for maintenance and forces the

resources to migrate.

Speed of resource migration has improved

considerably for Novell Cluster Services 1.6 and

NetWare 6. Replacing trustee IDs with a GUID saves

an enormous amount of pre-failover transactions,

as described above. The improvements in NSS 3.0

dismount and remount volumes more quickly than

ever before. Storage pools and logical volumes 

in NetWare 6 are controlled by a virtual server,

rather than a physical server, so clients are not

inconvenienced when a physical server drops out

of the cluster.

Transparent Client Reconnect

Migrating resources from one server to another in

a cluster does no good unless the clients migrate

with the resources. NCS 1.6 improves upon the

already solid performance of earlier cluster

software by speeding client reconnection while

retaining more security features.

GUIDs maintain user security and restrictions

after migration, an improvement over earlier

cluster versions. IP connections between the client

and the clusterÕs virtual server allow connections

to remain in place to the virtual server IP address

regardless of which physical server controls 

the connection. This technique retains all the

userÕs drive mappings during the migration.
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Transactions from cluster-enabled applications 

will proceed after the migration without

inconveniencing the user.

Flush on Close

Logical volumes have a new attributed called

Flush On Close. This attribute, set on the server

not the client, does introduce a performance

penalty. When a file is closed, the cache is flushed

(hence flush on close). Setting this attributed for

volumes with sensitive data ensures the server

does a Òtrue commitÓ and eliminate danger of a

service interruption leaving changed material in

the cache when unable to write to disk.

Familiar management tools with 
cluster additions

One huge advantage of running a NetWare 6

cluster for SAN control is the ease of management.

NovellÕs file system advances, including Novell

Native File Access for all major client or server

platforms, handles multiple client file requirements

simply and easily. Letting NetWare control all 

the file storage, with Native File Access handling

client file requirements, eliminates the SAN

administration headaches of allocating space for

different operating systems. Customers regularly

install Novell Cluster Services for NetWare 5 and

NetWare 6 just for the SAN management capabilities.

All the high availability and performance features

come as extra benefits to the main goal of

simplifying SAN administration.

Snap-ins and extra features for NetWare 6

clusters are available for both ConsoleOne and

NetWare Remote Manager. Only NetWare 6 clusters

can be administered through NetWare Remove

Manager, but ConsoleOne handles clusters in both

NetWare 5 and NetWare 6.

ConsoleOne Snap-ins

All cluster management tasks can be handled by

both ConsoleOne and NetWare Remote Manager, 

but ConsoleOne may be considered the ÒleadÓ

utility. This lead, although not great, comes from

the use of ConsoleOne to manage NetWare 5

clusters before NetWare Remote Manager 

became available.

ConsoleOne snap-ins allow you to set the

ÒShareable for ClusterÓ flag on shared storage

devices so NSS 3.0 will activate the storage pools on

servers running Novell Cluster Services. Command

buttons on the ConsoleOne Media allow you to Scan

for Devices, Initialize Hard Disk, and Show Partition.

The New Cluster Volume page in ConsoleOne

allows you to change the volume name. Although

the default volume name works great within

NetWare, DNS names canÕt include an underscore

which Novell includes. Another improvement 

in Novell Cluster Services 1.6 adds a checkbox 

for ÒOnline Resource After CreateÓ above the

typical ÒDefine Additional PropertiesÓ checkbox.

The Online Resource After Create box saves a 

few mouse clicks by automatically bringing the

resource online without returning to the Cluster

State View and selecting the resource to get 

it activated.

NetWare Remote Manager

Adding cluster services control to NetWare Remote

Manager eliminates distance as a management
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hurdle. Cluster services configuration can be

changed from anywhere in the world by a manager

with a Java*-enabled browser, Internet access, 

and proper access rights.

Modeled after ConsoleOne screens, the NetWare

Remote Manager utility provides a fully functional

ConsoleOne alternative. Snap-ins add the cluster

pages to the menu list down the left side of the

NetWare Remote Manager screens.

The ÒtrickÓ to managing your cluster via

browser is the new Cluster IP Address. You choose

the Cluster IP Address during installation, and you

can change the address later, but itÕs less trouble

to pick a good address the first time. Aim your

browser at this Cluster IP Address and you can

reach any node in the cluster.

The Master IP address, generated during

installation, runs on the master node. While the

Master IP address canÕt be edited, it binds the

Cluster IP address to the NetWare Remote Manager.

Cluster commands

Cluster console commands fall into either a Òtake

actionÓ or ÒstatusÓ mode. For example, some of

the action commands are:

Down

Leave

Join

View

Online {resource} {node}

Offline {resource}

Alert {resource} Yes, no}

Migrate {resource} {node}

CVSbind {add, del} {resource} {IP address}

Some of the status commands:

View

DHCP {context}

Stats {display, clear}

Resources

Status {resource}

Pools

Complete command documentation can be

found by typing HELP CLUSTER at the console.

Cluster and Resource Priorities

Each resource in a cluster has a priority value 

used to determine load order in case of failover.

For example, one server may run both DHCP and

the Netscape Enterprise Server. Since DHCP takes

much fewer resources than the Enterprise Server,

you may want it to load first in case nodes are

trying to get attached to the network and be

assigned a valid IP address. The Web server

software loads after DHCP is verified as operational.

These resource priorities are assigned

separately per node. They also define which order

resources ÒfailbackÓ or migrate back to their

original node.

SNMP

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) 

has become a popular standard for managing

network devices of all kinds. While Novell Cluster

Services 1.6 supports SNMP, an outside management

utility and management console are needed.

The ÒtrapsÓ as events are called in SNMP

include join, leave, or fail. These conditions will

immediately alert the management console and
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reflect the state of the cluster. Cluster information

provided include the cluster name, node names,

and relevant IP addresses.

Some third party cluster management tools,

such as the Compaq* Insight Manager, have added

support for Novell Cluster Services. This goes

along with CompaqÕs NetWare Cluster products,

which include the MIB (Management Information

Base) for their cluster components.

SMTP

Not every network manager has the luxury of

sitting at a management console waiting for

cluster events to show up on an alert screen.

ThatÕs why Novell Cluster Services 1.6 includes

support for SMTP (Simple Mail Transport Protocol)

so e-mail messages about cluster events.

Up to eight e-mail addresses can be configured

to receive message based on the same type of

cluster events that trigger SNMP alerts: join,

leave, or fail. In fact, any change in the cluster

resource state can trigger an e-mail message.

Default for the e-mail messages is plain text,

but XML formatting is also available. Though not

ready today, future XML messages could be sent

directly to NSS, which has an XML interface. 

By the time a network manager received an 

e-mail alert, the XML-enabled NSS system will

have handled the situation correctly.

Heartbeat statistics

The group protocol for the cluster uses a

ÒheartbeatÓ to verify whether a cluster node is up

or not. Every second (default), heartbeat packets

go over the Ethernet LAN connection between

cluster nodes and the master node, and also to

write to special partition on the SAN. If a node

has not sent or acknowledged a heartbeat in eight

seconds (again, the default time), other nodes

will assume that node is down and start the

migration process.

A heartbeat diagnostic tool allows you to 

set the amount of time between heartbeats in

seconds, and the tolerance, or time before

considering a node unavailable, also in seconds.

The heartbeat default is one second, while the

tolerance default is eight seconds. As a clue that

time may be too long, the online documentation

mentions four seconds for tolerance. Statistics

appear in a log and on a console screen.

Persistent cluster event log

Logs are important for high availability systems,

because after a failure the log tells you what

happened and offers clues on ways to avoid the

problem. The Persistent Event Log for Novell

Cluster Services keeps track of all significant

cluster events. This log can be viewed through

both ConsoleOne and NetWare Remote Manager.

The Òresource up-sinceÓ logging tracks the date

and time resources came online. Using these tools,

you can measure availability of individual resources.

Installation for NetWare 6 and upgrade 
for NetWare 5 clusters

NetWare Deployment Manager works quite well

with Novell Cluster Services 1.6, after installing

NetWare 6 and verifying your installation. Do not

connect your NetWare 6 server to any shared

storage until after installing Cluster Services.
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Upgrading NetWare 5 clusters takes two steps.

First, NDS cluster objects must be updated and

the NDS schema extended. Then Novell Storage

Services 3.0 must upgrade the disk format to 

fully support the new features.

While you can mix NetWare 5 and NetWare 6

clusters on the same network, you canÕt mix

NetWare 5 and NetWare 6 servers inside the same

cluster. An update of NCS to 1.0.2 adds most of

the features from NetWare 6 and NCS 1.6 to

existing NetWare 5 clusters, but they still must

remain in different clusters.

Administering applications within a cluster

First of all, and most importantly, an application

running on a clustered server behaves exactly as 

the same application running on a stand-alone server.

The cluster differences come with shared disk pools

and logical volumes managed by logical servers, 

not with the cluster server application support.

However, you will have to install and configure

the same application on each server that may

support the application in the cluster. GroupWise,

for instance, includes many startup files, and all

potential hosting servers must have those files.

Load and unload scripts for GroupWise must contain

IP addresses and volume specific commands.

To ease product installation, Cluster Resource

Templates are available for many applications,

and these templates can be easily (fairly easily)

created for new applications. These templates

include the load and unload scripts, and dictate

how many of the cluster nodes must be up 

(a quorum) to consider the cluster alive.

Different applications have different

suggestions for cluster use. Netscape Enterprise

Server, for example, suggests you make all copies

of the server active. This speeds failover and

helps distribute the processing load. Not exactly

high-end load balancing, but it helps.

Pay particular attention to IP addresses 

for applications. Often, an application needs a

second ÒvirtualÓ IP address so it can be migrated

from itÕs primary server. NovellÕs FTP server, 

for instance, usually binds to the IP address of

the host server. In a cluster, binding to the host

server IP address stops an application from

running properly once it migrates.

You will need more time to install and configure

applications on your cluster servers. The payback

comes when you need to take a server down 

for maintenance, and you merely migrate the

applications off the server onto their clustered

partners. No angry users, no loud phone calls, 

and no dropped productivity. Your cluster setup

time investment repays you each and every time

you can take a server down while keeping your

applications running.

S U M M A RY

All roads may lead to Rome, but only a few

redundant roads to your data are necessary to

make your life easier and your users happier. 

Fault tolerant applications and constant data

availability can make the difference between a

growing company and one that dwindles away.

NetWareÕs fabled reliability for individual

servers, joined with the free two-node clustering
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software included in NetWare 6, help make 

high-availability storage systems more affordable

and easier to manage for thousands of small and

medium sized companies. Off the shelf software

and common hardware systems, with the right

mix of NetWare 6, can become special data

storage systems with outstanding reliability,

performance, security, and management ease.

CrackerJack has a toy in every box. NetWare

6, for those companies and network managers

who need data availability every second, now puts

some joy in the red box.
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